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The idea that when you play role-playing games (RPGs): you submerge yourself “in-game” to
adventure and then surface to “out-game” to discuss, roll, and reconcile, only to plunge deep
in-game again to see what happens next, so that you can reminisce, bemoan, and celebrate
out-game (and together!) is testament to the fact that RPGs is a praxis of the oscillating
multiverse that surrounds our whole existence as human beings – which includes our pasts
and our futures.

The multiverse that is - and is not - a can of worms, is now open. The weird quantum
worms are crawling all over the table! …No wait, they’re in the table. …No wait they’re there
and then they’re not. We can see at one moment that they are there like a snapshot, but if you
turn your perspective you can’t see them individually, there is only an energetic story-arc: a
living memory of them, like a trace of plot-point patterns. The worms’ existence is like an
analogy of something we’ve seen before, a seven season TV show, a rock opera, an oeuvre
and yet there are some moments that have been captured and made into archetypes like the
classic poses of 28mm miniature figurines on a terrain of an epic landscape. Well, instead
of worrying that some worms will get away or about the mess I’ve made, let’s have a look at
these strange metaphors and at the vehicle. Having had this discussion with many parents and
educators, I believe I can shed light on the major worms, the can itself and the “worm holes”
that we are all using to advance our dialectics on so many fronts in this accelerated age of
converging technologies and cultures. First of all, children are already in their own multiverse
playing with imaginary friends and ‘living in their own worlds’. Then, they get met halfway
exposed to the multiverse without guidance or only discretely.
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Why? How?

Dr. Seuss books send each of us down an imaginative rabbit hole of strange words and images
grounded in real words and based in reality. We immediately know there is something silly
about the forms of the illustrations and palate of strong colors. Although some stories are
monochrome (single color), others duo-chrome (two colors) and later multi-chrome, never are
the colors blended into shades or gradations. Theodore “Dr. Seuss” Geisel kept his work easy
to understand, in fact: after initial more complex picture books, he took on a more minimal
style to create more impact for his readers. His words went from full paragraphs and dialogue
with a few strange sounding names, to sing-song rhyming poetry mixing complex concepts
with strange words throughout. His books are so engaging because they excite curiosity and
open (or keep open) the door to the multiverse. All you really have to do is look into the night
sky where our ancestors – no matter your heritage – derived or attributed their legends to the
constellations, that give us the multiverse of interconnecting stories, faiths and metaphor. One
of the main ideas behind the multiverse is to reinvent maxims and sort out morality through
allegories, fables, koans – the predecessors to aphorisms, adages and proverbs. How will
youth understand the heavier things if we do not give them a place to practice understanding
metaphor in not just a playful space, but also a complex, authentic, and motivating one? There
are so many examples of where writers took up the slack from our star gazing ancestors and
created doorways to the multiverse, such as Homer’s Odyssey, the Sanskrit epic Rāmāyana,
Farid udDin Attar’s The Conference of the Birds, the Nyanga people’s Epic of Mwindo, and the
K’iche people’s Popol Vuh. These are sacred texts, because they hold in them relatable truth,
not because they are perfect historical accounts, but because they hold classic archetypes of
our struggling ancestors who made mistakes, who found mentors, who lived bravely and who
embodied a dignity they could die with. What is so powerful is that these stories and visions
are from such different people, but we are all from the same human race and species. At the
core, the “axis mundi, the central point, the pole around which all revolves…the point where
stillness and movement are together” (Campbell, 1991), is the one heart that has pumped the
same chromosome DNA blood that courses through our veins shedding light on the soul of
our common quest to find answers, to find salvation, to find acceptance, to find out who we are
and what we are doing here. Black Elk puts our journey as conscious beings in the multiverse
in perspective:

And while I stood there I saw more than I can tell and understood more than I
saw; for I was seeing in a sacred manner the shapes of all things in the spirit, and
the shape of all shapes as they must live together like one being. And I saw that
the sacred hoop of my people was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide
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as daylight and as starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to
shelter all the children of one mother and one father. And I saw that it was holy.
(DeMallie, 1984)

Allegories and knowledge have also been handed down in playful and exciting ways. Not
as boring instruction manuals, but as heart touching fantasies like 1001 Arabian Nights, Le
Morte D’Arthur, and Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Fantasy-genre development, since the advent of
Star Wars, has become a gigantic ‘franchise’ creating business. And while there are some
stories that are just fantasy fiction, there are others that focus on the multiverse – the door-
way between our reality and a parallel allegory. Such as in Robert Rodriguez’s Spy Kids,
David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas, Ōta Masanori’s Ghost in the Shell (aka the Matrix by the Wa-
chowski Sisters), Ray Bradbury’s The Veldt, Madeleine L’Engle’s A Wrinkle in Time, C.S.
Lewis’ Narnia, L. Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, and the fantasy work of one of
the grandfathers of Western modern fantasy William Morris.

“I must now shock you by telling you that we have no longer anything which you,
a native of another planet, would call a government.” (Morris, 1890)

If Dr. Seuss was the introduction (at home and at school) to the multiverse, role-playing
games are the guide to it, picking up where parents left off. Done between kids as a hobby or
down at a game shop remains unregulated. At school, RPGs – through pedagogy and social
emotional cognitive science - have the teeth and potential to awaken so many more people. As
parents and educators struggle to keep youth engaged and involved with summative assess-
ments, we are transforming education with formative assessments. However, we are missing
a whole opportunity for learners to act out their ideas through role-playing games. RPGs
may not be for everybody, but like any of our disciplines and subjects we require our youth
to study to ’become responsible adults’, it gives them an opportunity to take risks and face
consequences, so that they have already had at least one iteration of that risk in simulation
before it happens in real-life. Perspective through RPGs is healthy and a preventative mea-
sure. There are life-skills classes that have been promoting similar ideas, such as cooking,
home-economics, mindfulness, personal accounting, first aid, swimming, and wilderness sur-
vival. In a public-school setting all of these classes are appropriate for graduating high school.
Many middle and high schools have only a few or none of these classes. RPGs explore what
having these and many other skills is like: you do not need to know how to swim yourself to
experience the results faced on a raging river as a character in a story. And most importantly,
the gravity of probability that hangs in life’s balance can be felt through the connection of a
player to their character. The multiverse we are talking about here is the one that allows us
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to play a character who has a single linear path of contexts, circumstances, risks, decisions,
results, and consequences – all interblended with the narratives of others. But, to be clear,
this is not the multiverse of a pseudo-reality that people get worked up about.

The Multiverse I am not talking about

One idea defines the multiverse as dimensions within dimensions where each decision has
an infinite number of possibilities or consequences and parallel universes where all the other
decisions in each moment are fractaling off into an infinite number of paradoxical possible re-
alities like an endless hall of mirrors. This kind of multiverse, like the one found in the films
Coherence and Interstellar, is a metaphor, one solipsistic way of looking at our decisions. It
is a use of the multiverse, but not the multiverse itself. Although you could make an RPG
where the premise is total chaos, RPGs work because there are not huge holes in the tapestry
of linear time, existence, matter and consciousness. It is important to stay grounded in this
reality where you are reading this article – our shared and single universe. It can be exciting
(for youth) to explore other dimensions, meta-physical realms, wormholes, religions and cults.
RPGs are not a way to let everything unravel and be completely chaotic, but rather a reality
check. RPG worlds are structured, sober, non-trivial, (and often non-metaphysical) simula-
tions. Without order, no one would take it seriously. And therefore it has great potential and
merit in pedagogy.
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